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Abstract: Changes in the learning method at the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences, the University of Bengkulu, are drastic, and available options are to organize lectures virtually. This article wants to identify how digital immigrants adapt to online learning and the constraints and solutions given in online learning at the University of Bengkulu. The research method uses a mixed method. Quantitative methods are used to answer measurement ability literacy technology in learning. Qualitative methods are used to dig for completeness of information related to constraints and solutions in online learning. Data collection was carried out with questionnaires, interviews, and observations. Research results show that 91.77% of the use of social media applications and learning online is 91.77%. Constraints include limited time in using the application's usual Zoom meetings, difficulties in understanding the features of the application learning online, and how difficult it is to arrange effective use when the number of participants is too many. The solution with increased feature application is for premium Zoom meetings to overcome time and availability limitations. Work the same good and announce between lecturers and students in the study and teach activity process in a manner online.
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1. Introduction

Changes in the work system in Indonesia led to the use of digital technology, whose activities can be carried out at home, including educational activities (Kirilova & Windarti, 2020; Simamora, 2020). In Indonesia, educational activities in schools and colleges were closed, replacing them with network-based (online) or distance education online (Hastuti et al., 2021; Muslim et al., 2019; Setiawan et al., 2021; Yufrinalis & Tiring, 2022). The change in method is quite drastic, and the available options are only holding lectures virtually. Face-to-face in class is replaced by virtual face-to-face using digital technology (Hirskyj-Douglas et al., 2020). This is done to ensure the continuity of learning. There is no physical interaction between educators and students. In the higher education environment, one of the key factors for changing lecture methods is the ability of educators (lecturers) and students (students) to use technology to manage online learning processes (Coman et al., 2020; Kebritchi et al., 2017; Mishra et al., 2020). In online learning, technological literacy is the ability to take advantage of the internet and its complexities (Ezziane, 2007). Applications that support learning include base-learning, Google Classroom, Edmodo, Whatsapp Group, Google Meet, and Zoom. This learning process certainly requires skills in understanding the use of communication and information technology well.
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Murari & Rai (2022) explain that online learning provides challenges for educational actors, such as lecturers and students. Lecturers and students have different abilities in understanding and using technology. This is due to differences in generations (Latif, 2021). Faculty of Social and Political Sciences (FISIP) at the University of Bengkulu (UNIB), in the learning process, has implemented online learning since the COVID-19 pandemic at the beginning of March 2020 until 2022. FISIP UNIB has a total of 68 active lecturers, with 45 people included in the group Digital Immigrant. That is, more than half of the number of lecturers are digital immigrants. For this reason, the Faculty of Social Sciences, through the Deputy Dean for Academic Affairs, continues to evolve to support online learning activities. Various outreach and training are provided for educators on a small to large scale, from providing various facilities to services in the system online. This research wants to see how beginner digital technology users use technological literacy in online learning activities. This research aims to examine the technological literacy abilities of educators (digital immigrants) in this online learning implemented using a mixed method. A quantitative approach is to answer the measurement of technological literacy skills in learning. The qualitative approach is used to explore the completeness of information related to the solutions carried out in online learning.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Digital Literacy among Digital Immigrants

Digital literacy or information and communication technology literacy is interpreted as media literacy, which positions humans as ones who can understand, master, and utilize mass media content. Media literacy is an effective and efficient ability to understand and utilize mass media content or effectively and efficiently comprehend and utilize mass media content (Baran, 2011). Technological literacy has the same concept as digital literacy, and this is because the process of literacy often uses digitization in its activities. According to global developments, this concept also arises from the emergence of technology synonymous with digital applications using the internet (online). This development later gave rise to the term digital immigrants. The term digital immigrant began to be used by Prensky (2012) in various journals that discussed grouping people based on the technology used. Digital immigrants were born with minimal ability to use advanced technology, and they were born in the 1970s. Research related to educators explains the limitations of adaptability that are not the same between teachers. Classified teachers are digital immigrants and are more difficult to adjust (Tayo et al., 2021). The characteristics of the respondents in this study were the middle-class digital immigrants. In this research circle, digital immigrants have an age range of 45-65 years, which can be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45-50</td>
<td>42.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>51–55</td>
<td>5.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>56–60</td>
<td>26.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>61–65</td>
<td>26.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Age Circles Digital Immigrants

Table 2 captures that the circles of digital immigrants consisting of the age range of 45-50 years (42.11%), aged 51-55 years (5.26%), aged 55–60 years (26.32%), and aged 61-65 years (26.32%). Thus, most of the respondents who filled out the research questionnaire were respondents with an age range of 45-50 years spread across the Department of Social Welfare with a percentage (21.05%), Department of Sociology (5.26%), Department of Public Administration 21.05%, Department of Communication Studies (42.11%), Master of Public Administration and Social Welfare respectively (5.26%). In conclusion, 11 items, the statements submitted on the variable knowledge and use related to digital security show that the average respondent tends to answer in the very high category. The data support this - the average total score obtained equals 87.18 with a total average percentage interval index of 91.77%. It shows that respondents have a very high tendency to learn online. Learning variables online has a high score, which lies in the statement, “I use Zoom meetings in learning activities”. Based on these results, the highest score was obtained for each of these variables. It can be concluded that by knowing the various social media applications, the respondents, in this case, used social media, such as Zoom meetings, as one of the media that supports learning activities online.

2.2. Digital Immigrants Adapting to Online Learning

Adaptation of digital immigrants, based on research results, shows that many lecturers use online learning applications. The application used is Zoom Meetings for the implementation of online lecture activities. Motives for using Zoom Meeting is that since the beginning of using the Zoom application meeting, there is a continuity of online lectures rather than just using Zoom Meeting. This is based on a statement from an informant (Rahmah et al., 2023) because
since the beginning of the lecture, online use Zoom. So only use that media during online lectures.” The same thing was conveyed by the Purwaka informant, who said,

“Yes, because only the subject committee is provided Zoom, so I also just use that only. I am zoom that is prepared, so what is prepared by the committee then that is what I use”.

Start using the application Zoom Meeting; informants Parman and informants Purwaka are using and learning applications Zoom meeting independently or self-taught. Parman’s informants initially found it difficult to understand the features of Zoom. This was conveyed by informant Parman as follows:

“The first time I used it myself but when I was new to using it zoom still a bit difficult because they are still not familiar with using the media zoom for lectures. But both me and the students are learning and adjusting in using the media, right?”

The same thing was conveyed by the Purwaka informant who said:

“Eee... the first time I used it, I wasn't assisted but I still had difficulty understanding the zoom features ”.

Referring to the results of the interview, when he was in college, an online use zoom meeting will take place, usually the Parman informant is assisted by the High Commander (KOMPTI) of the course. The class committee usually helps with the preparations room Zoom, while the informant Parman made a presentation slide material once inside Zoom. This was stated by informant Parman as follows:

"Sometimes yes. Sometimes I just click link which the subject committee has prepared or sometimes I also prepare it myself. For share PowerPoint usually share Alone".

The same thing was also expressed by Purwaka informants as follows:

"If prepared Zoom it's usually assisted by the course committee, yes, and if it's already on the page Zoom usually for share PowerPoint I do it myself."

As for the application Zoom meeting used by the informant Parman, namely Zoom meeting, the regular one, not the premium one. Thus, the obstacle experienced by the Parman informant was the limited time provided by the application zoom meeting so that when delivering the material, the time provided by zoom meeting finished, the informant Parman and his students had to make one link to Zoom Meeting next to continue his studies. The Purwaka informant also admitted that Purwaka informants and the usual Zoom meeting used the application Zoom meeting. Thus, the constraints experienced were the same as those of the informant Parman. However, lectures organized by Purwaka informants can usually be completed according to the time limit provided by the application Zoom meetings. As the Purwaka informant states, “Zoom " prepares students with limited time to use Zoom. But usually, every lecture online with the time provided by Zoom, before the time limit is up, college is over.”

On the basis of the results of interviews with informants, it can be concluded that the use of application zoom meeting is the media used by the two informants in carrying out lecture activities online. In application zoom meeting, there are some obstacles or difficulties in its use. The difficulty or obstacle is that there is a time limit in using the Zoom application, meeting the usual. There are difficulties in understanding the features that exist in Zoom meetings, and then there is difficulty managing the effectiveness of use when the number of participants is very large. Referring to these difficulties and constraints, the solutions offered are first the need to improve the application Zoom features meeting become Zoom meeting premium so that there is no time limitation in use. Apart from that, there needs to be good cooperation and communication between lecturers and students in teaching and learning online. Given the difficulties in understanding the features of the Zoom meeting, both lecturers and students learn from each other to understand the use of the Zoom meeting. Thus, efficiency and effectiveness in teaching and learning activities online on the Zoom meeting application will wake up.

3. Conclusions

This study concludes that 91.77% use social media applications and learn online using the Zoom meeting application. The use of this application has several obstacles, such as the time limit in using the application Zoom meeting the usual and difficulties in understanding the features that exist in learning applications online, as well as the difficulty of managing the effectiveness of use when the number of participants is very large. The solution is to improve the application features Zoom Meeting to become Zoom Meeting Premium to overcome time limitations in use and the existence of good cooperation, as well as communication between lecturers and students in teaching and learning activities online.
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